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ABSTRACT
Precise Landing of VTOL UAVs using a tether
by Jeremy W Rathjen

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), also known as drones, are often considered the solution to
complex robotics problems. The significant freedom to explore an environment is a major reason
why UAVs are a popular choice for automated solutions. UAVs, however, have a very limited flight
time due to the low capacity and weight ratio of current batteries. One way to extend the vehicles’
flight time is to use a tether to provide power from external batteries, generators on the ground, or
another vehicle. Attaching a tether to a vehicle may constrain its navigation but it may also create
some opportunities for improvement of some tasks, such as landing.
A tethered UAV can still explore an environment, but with some additional limitations: the
tether can become wrapped around or bent by an obstacle, stopping the drone from traveling further
and requiring backtracking to undo; the tether can fall loose and get caught while dragging on the
ground; or the base of the tether could be mobile and the UAV needs to have a way to return to
it. Most issues, like those listed above, could be solved with a vision system and various kinds of
markers, but this approach could not work in situations of low light, where cameras are no longer
effective.
In this project, a state machine was developed to land a tethered, vertical take-off and landing
(VTOL) UAV using only angles taken from both ends of the tether, the tension in the tether, and the
height of the UAV. The main scenarios focused on in this project were normal operation, obstacle
interference, loose tether, and a moving base. Normal operation is essentially tether guidance using
the tether as a direction back to the base. The obstacle case has to determine the best action for
untangling the tether. The loose tether case has to handle the loss of information given by the angle
sensors, as the tether direction is no longer available. This case is performed as a last-ditched effort
to find the landing pad with only a moderate chance for success. Lastly, the moving base case uses
the change in the angles over time to determine the speed needed to reach the base.
The software was not the only focus of this project. Two hardware components of this project
were a landing platform and a matching landing gear to support the landing process. These two
components were designed to aid in the precision of the landed location and to ensure that the UAV
was secured in position once landed. The landing platform was designed as a passive funnel-type
positioning mechanism with a depression in the center that the landing gear was designed to match.
The tension of the tether is used to further lock the UAV into place when in motion.
While some of this project remained theoretical, particularly the moving base case, there was
flight testing performed for validation of most states of the proposed state machine. The normal
operation state was effective at guiding the UAV onto the landing pad. The loose tether case was
also able to land within reasonable expectations. This case was not always successful at finding
the landing pad. Particular methods of increasing the likelihood of success are discussed in Future
Work. The Obstacle Case was also able to be detected, but the response action has yet to be tested
in full. The prior testing of velocity following can be used as proof of concept due to its simplicity.
In conclusion, this project successfully developed a state machine for precisely landing a tethered
UAV with no environmental knowledge or localization. Further development is necessary to improve
the likelihood of landing in problematic scenarios and more testing is necessary for the system as
a whole. More landing scenarios could also be researched and added as cases to the state machine
to increase the robustness of the landing process. However, each current subsystem achieved some
level of validation and is to be improved with future developments.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Motivation

This project is motivated by the gap in autonomous unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) control caused
by reliance on computer vision. Many UAV systems today use a camera or a 3D LiDAR to sense the
environment and then formulate a way to navigate through it. However, when vision is inoperable
or not included in the design process due to lighting, weather, complexity, or other limitations,
there is very little that is left to rely on for navigation. Systems lacking a vision system haven’t
gotten much much development and so may seem highly unlikely to succeed. Such a system has
to remember the path it took to its position without any significant knowledge of the environment.
A physical link or a tether between two points, however, can make navigation between them much
simpler. It may appear as though a tether provides even more complications to UAV flight control
but it can be also bring many benefits. It could get wrapped around an obstacle or fall loose on
the ground and get caught causing unnecessary perturbations to the UAV that would even make
manual control difficult. However, if properly controlled, the tether can also provide an unexpected
source of valuable information. Anytime two objects are tied together and separated by space and
obstacles, whatever is tying them can be followed from the location of one object to the location
of the other. This idea can be exploited in the case of landing a tethered UAV. The physical link
created by a tether makes it such that following the tether, even in poor weather, will always lead
to the base. Even though the tether may be swaying in the wind or tossed in the rain. As long as it
is not loose on the ground, it doesn’t matter what perturbations are occurring in the space between
the UAV and the base. The UAV can just follow the direction provided by the tether and it will
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eventually reach the base.
One robotic application that this proposed methodology applies to is underground mine inspection. Robotic systems for mining applications are currently in development because of the risk to
human lives inherent in these mines. Inspecting can be a dangerous operation because the inspector
has to get close to potentially fatal and unknown mine conditions and structures. One of these
systems is currently in development at WVU and serves as funding for this thesis. For the design
of this system, an unmanned ground vehicle (UGV) and a UAV are paired together to drive into a
mine, park at pillars or other structures, and fly up to inspect the structural integrity. The UAV
then has to land back on the UGV for the robot to move on to the next location to be inspected.
The prototype ensemble robot is seen in Figure 1.1. Mines are very dark underground locations and
so it is a prime example of a UAV system that can’t rely on a vision system for landing. This design
also includes a tether to the UAV that provides power so the UAV can fly for longer periods and
complete the inspection in less time. When landing the UAV, the tether can be followed back to the
ground vehicle resulting in successful return.
The precise landing of tethered UAVs is the focus of this research. Ultimately this project hopes
to begin to fill a gap created by the reliance on vision systems and to apply a simple yet elegant
method to complex issues that have arisen within the topic of UAV navigation and landing. Tethered
vehicles are far from a novel concept but navigating with them has always been a difficult engineering
problem to approach. Some of those problems are approached in this thesis.

1.2

Problem Statement

Many autonomous UAV systems rely on vision or mapping to determine landing location. However,
some systems operate in low visibility where computer vision is unreliable or inoperable. Battery
limitations can also cause many UAVs to have a very short time of flight. One method that can
serve as a solution for both of these issues is a power tether connected to external batteries. Such a
tethering system attached to a UAV can extend flight time for the completion of the UAVs mission,
and be used as a method for determining the landing location, solving both issues at the same time.
Determining the landing location can be done by measuring the angles formed by the tether at
the UAV and the battery/landing pad, an illustration of which can be seen in Figure 1.2. When
the tether is straight these values determine the transformation between the coordinate frame of the
landing area and the UAV. This method of localization, while not perfect due to the catenary effect
on the tether, directly points from the UAV to the landing area and inversely. This can fail due to
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Figure 1.1: Ensemble of UGV and tethered UAV designed for stone mine mapping.
three primary reasons; the tether is no longer straight or it is bent, the winching or reeling system
no longer keeps the tether taut, the catenary effect on the tether miscalculates the localization, or
the battery end of the tether is on a mobile base. An algorithm for determining these states and
the actions needed to successfully land has to account for these as potential problems.
Therefore, the problem approached in this thesis is landing a UAV precisely on a platform using
the information gathered from a tether. Assumptions made to solve this problem include: 1) no
computer vision system, 2) the presence of tether angle sensors as described before, 3) the presence,
on the UAV, of a single beam LiDAR range finder pointing down, 4) the UAV has onboard a robust
low-level controller that follows velocity set-points, and 5) the tether is managed by a system for
winching/reeling system. The ’Loose Tether scenario operates under the assumption that the landing
deck is located on flat or gently sloped terrain. Both the ’Moving Platform’ and ’Obstacle’ cases
assume an accurate reading of the tether angles and that the calculations taken from these readings

3

Figure 1.2: Image showing coordinate frame and tether interaction where φis the elevation angle,
and γis the azimuth angle.
are also accurate.
In this thesis, a state machine was developed to determine these actions taken both in perfect
operation and when a failure occurs. The state in which failure occurs needed to be determined
according to the sensor data available. The winching system can calculate not only the tether’s
length but also the tension in the cable. On the winching end of the cable, a pair of potentiometers
are used along with a cable guide to calculate the azimuth and elevation angles of the tether, and
at the UAV a joystick (also using a pair of potentiometers) is used to calculate the azimuth and
elevation angles of the cable. Changes in these data points (tether length and tension, and the
azimuth and elevation angles at the landing area and UAV) will be used to determine bent or loose
tethering or movement of the base of the tether, and to decide what actions are most likely to achieve
landing at the designated area.
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1.3

Contributions

In this thesis a methodology was developed for landing a tethered UAV without the use of a computer
vision system. This method began with researching and designing hardware that would aid in the
precision of the final landing location. A landing pad was designed as an octagonal funnel with
a depression in the center for holding the UAV in place when in movement. This was integrated
with a UGV that contained the winching mechanism for the tether. Mounting hardware and an
auto-leveling system was also integrated for keeping the UAV stable when in motion and for landing
when the UGV is on a slope.
A state machine was also developed to guide the landing process. This state machine also
attempts to guide the UAV when problematic scenarios arise that make the tether an unreliable
guide to the landing pad. Such scenarios include when the tether is loose, is bent by one or more
obstacles, or when the UGV is moving with the landing platform. The loose tether, obstacle, and
moving platform scenarios all make use of the information gained from the tether and a single beam
LiDAR rangefinder mounted on the UAV pointed at the ground. Attempting to solve these issues
increases the robustness of the tether guided approach and makes it a more viable solution to UAV
navigation and landing without computer vision.

1.4

Literature Review

Autonomous UAV flight is a very difficult undertaking. Motion planning exists in many forms,
some approaches take a 2D form such as [21] which is motivated by UAV motion planning but more
general in its applications. This paper uses seventh-order Bezier curves to connect vertexes in a tree
while effectively smoothing the path. Many approaches have been undertaken to extend these to
3D environments, such as [4] which can be applied to both 2D and 3D environments. Hugh Cover
et al. [4] designed SPARTAN, an algorithm that performs fast motion planning with the ability to
efficiently navigate a dense environment of obstacles such as dense vegetation. Another approach [31],
seeks to improve Dubins Path in 3D environments to effectively decrease the number of helical curves
and approach optimality. Fethi Belkhouche proposed a method of determining optimal trajectories
in a dynamic environment in [3]. These trajectories, formulated using a virtual space representation,
are reactive to the changing environment. Yet another motion planning solution, proposed in [7],
uses Rapidly-exploring Random Tree(RRT) methods in conjunction with the Reduced Forward
Model(RFM) of micro-UAVs to overcome the terrain and wind conditions in open-cut mining sites.
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All of these methods require a map, either complete or in process of creation, to perform their
planning. A tether provides different information and issues that result in several approaches to
navigation for different types of vehicles.
The use of a tether can benefit many different types of vehicles, including cars, submarines,
aircraft, and even space vehicles. Some of these are even used together and connected by a tether,
such as [22], a UAV-UGV pair, and [11], a wheeled robot tethered to a support vehicle capable of
position tracking. Another example of a tethered car exists in [19], which presents such a system to
map extremely steep outdoor terrains. Research has begun to explore the idea of a ’hyper-tether’,
capable of self-launching/anchoring, power delivery, communication, as well as actively controlling
tension and length. Edwardo F. Fukushima et al. proposed a prototype system in [8] for field works
like cutting grass. One example of an underwater, or submarine, vehicle was used in [35], which
developed a fiber optic cable to be used as the tether for communication between the underwater
Hybrid Remotely Operated Vehicle(HROV) and a ship that operates it. In stark contrast, space
vehicles have also been developed with tethered operations. Panfeng Huang et al. proposed a
tethered space vehicle for debris removal in their paper [12]. Yet another example of a tethered
robot comes from [23]. Louis Petit et al. [23] formulated a method for exploring 3D space while
minimizing the distance traveled and unwound tether length. All of these systems were designed
using various methods for mitigating the complications presented by the tether.
Homotopy is a common method for tracking the crossing of obstacles by mobile robots, made
use of in [15] [16] [29] [30]. This is a means of classifying paths; two paths in an obstacle-populated
environment are classified as homotopic or in the same homotopic class if they can be continuously
deformed into each other without crossing any obstacles. In the case of tethered robots, the ’path’ is
equivalent both to the path of motion and to the tether itself. To determine the homotopic class, rays
are drawn from each obstacle to a straight edge of the map and given a designation, typically ri . A
paths homotopic class is the sequence of those designations in the order that the path crosses them,
forming a ’word’. This is directional as well, if a ray is crossed left to right the notation remains ri , if
the ray crossed right to left a superscript ’-1’ is added and the notation becomes ri -1 . A reduction can
be done on the word if the same ray is crossed in the positive and negative direction sequentially, ie.
r1 r2 r2 -1 r3 becomes r1 r3 . However, if this ray is not crossed in sequence the word cannot be reduced,
ie. r1 r2 r3 r2 -1 cannot be reduced. This approach to tether navigation/approximation relies on a map
either already known or in the process of creation. An example of this can be seen in Figure 1.3.
The path τ1 has homotopy class r1 , path τ2 has homotopy class r1 r1 -1 r1 which is simplified to r1 ,
and path τ3 has homotopy class r1 r2 r3 . From this example, τ1 and τ2 are homotopic because they
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have the same simplified homotopy class.

Goal

r3
τ1
r1
τ2
Start

τ3
r2

Figure 1.3: An example of homotopy used to classify paths τ1 , τ2 , and τ3 . Where the path τ1 has
homotopy class r1 , τ2 has homotopy class r1 r1 -1 r1 (simplified to r1 ) and , and τ3 has homotopy class
r1 r2 r3 . Therefore, paths τ1 and τ2 are considered homotopic.
It is also common for robotic systems to use inertial measurement units(IMUs) to calculate
position. An IMU is a combination of sensors that output force, angular rates, or even a body’s
orientation. Specifically, the angular rates, forces, and accelerations are integrated over time to
calculate velocity and position. This estimation is subjected to error accumulation and so is often
paired with another position estimation system to decrease these error accumulations. UAV systems
are even more complicated due to their operation being in 3-Dimensions. The IMU can be used to
compute the tether’s tension force, as it is in [24] and [25] on UAVs, which operate by converting
the IMU data to output forces. These are used with the thrust input forces, calculated from the
pulse-width modulation (PWM) signals to the motors, to give an approximation for the force of the
tether on the vehicle. The elevation and azimuth angles that this force is acting in are then used
with the tether length to get the position of the UAV with respect to the other end of the tether.
The methodology in [25] (written by the same authors and as an improvement of [24]) is designed
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with the assumption that the force in the cable is unknown and making use of a 4-state Extended
Kalman Filter (EKF) to make up for this, while [24] operates with the assumption that the cable
force is known. This is not reliant on localization or mapping of any kind.
Tethered vehicles, and autonomous vehicles in general, are often operated in conjunction with
mapping. This is typically to avoid tangling the tether around obstacles such as pillars. One unique
way of using the environment map is presented in [33], which uses the map to do motion planning
for a UAV specifically when the tether is straight or kinked. This involves taking points where the
tether would contact an obstacle, or contact points, and storing them as way-points. This allows the
UAV to travel the entire 3D space and remember where the tether is tangled when returning to the
base. This return is performed by navigating back through the list of waypoints while avoiding the
obstacles themselves until the UAV is in free space near the base. This return trip would typically
end in landing which may come with its complications.
Vision systems are often included with methods for landing. There are many different forms
of markers for camera recognition and image filtering to do so more efficiently. In [28], an ArUco
marker detection system is used to perform localization for a drone. The image from a camera is
first converted to greyscale, then to binary using the adaptive threshold method and then the image
contours are recognized using the OpenCV library. From these contours, the marker is extracted
and the position is calculated from its size and orientation in the image. This position is then used
to direct the UAV to the landing location. References [6] and [32] do essentially the same thing
except that the marker is an ’H’. For both of these, this is made more complicated, in [6] because
the camera has a fisheye lens and is on a gimbal to make sure the image plane is parallel to the
ground, and in [32] where the marker is on a platform moving to simulate the pitching and rolling of
the deck of a ship. The system designed by Liyang Wang et al.,[32], also makes use of LEDs in the
four corners of the ’H’ symbol to make it detectable from a distance. Reference [2] is similar but it
detects two circles, one red and one blue, in the image and is to land on the midpoint between them.
The measurements needed are altitude, rotation, and horizontal distances. Altitude and rotation
are both given directly by the camera and an ultrasound sensor while the horizontal distances must
be calculated by transformations between the camera frame and the landing position frame. In
paper [13], localization is performed with IR markers, however, the markers are on the UAV and
the camera is on an unmanned ground robot (UGR) or a UGV. This is also done with a concentric
set of IR markers to increase the redundancy of the system. In each system, the localization is then
used to determine the action for landing the UAV.
Some research for UAV landing uses LiDAR for localization or landing area detection. This type
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of sensor, in its 3D incarnation, can be used along with a clustering algorithm to cluster the raw
point cloud data from the sensor and track an object such as a UAV. In [14] the sensor is mounted
on an unmanned ground vehicle (UGV) and a point-distance-based-segmentation method is used.
This compares the Euclidean distance between points and classifies them based on a threshold. This
localization is then used with a PID controller to get the UAV to the landing area. Inversely, in
[34] the sensor is mounted on the UAV and used to determine a safe landing area not determined
prior such as a UGV. The sensor is used to differentiate a flat, clear area without obstacles to land
from other less safe landing options. In this paper principal component analysis and an improved
region-growing algorithm are used to detect the flat, safe regions to land below it. These systems
would be significantly impacted by the use of a tether. Depending on the implementation, this could
be positive or negative
For vehicles that utilize a power-supplying tethering system, it is advantageous to get more
usage from it than just receiving power, especially due to the navigational complications caused by
using a tether. One such advantageous use of a tether that can aid in these navigational issues is
localization. References [1] and [27] perform these calculations for helicopters, while [18] does the
same for drones. Of these three papers, only [18] attempts to localize in the case of a loose or slack
tether that forms a catenary. Both [1] and [27] assume a taut tether and utilize the fact that the
angles taken from the tether below the helicopter will point directly to the winching end. This is
used to direct the helicopter directly above the landing area, where the tether is vertical, then either
the tether is winched to pull the helicopter down or the helicopter descends while the tether is kept
taut. Rogerio Lima et al.’s paper, [18], designed a system for localization using a tether. There is no
motion planning being performed, however, the winching system used to achieve localization is also
being used in this thesis. This system for localization could be used in conjunction with a system
like the one defined in [10], which details a method of drone landing using vector fields defined by
the position of the drone.
Landing a UAV can be done anywhere that is flat or level. This, however, would leave the UAV
in any, potentially unknown, location and may require retrieving by the operator. Autonomous
systems, however, lack a present operator to perform this retrieval. Any system with a ground
vehicle or charging station requires some design for a specialized landing station, landing pad, or
retrieval system. Many of the common landing systems for UAVs or drones in use today are reviewed
in [9]. These designs vary from passive or active positioning to charging stations. Of particular
interest are the passive, funnel type because they require no actuation. This paper also delves into
the pros and cons of each method of landing and summarizes them into a table that aids in defining
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the best method for any particular situation or drone design. Musa Galimov et al. wrote patents
[17] [20] [26], which are referenced by [9], as passive funnels. Ran Krauss et al.’s patent, [17], is an
octagonal funnel specifically designed with flat plates so that it can retract when landing is not the
immediate function. This can be useful if the pad itself becomes a limiting factor to other parts of
the design, such as the inclusion of a battery-swapping mechanism that requires more space around
the drone to function. Another UAV positioning mechanism, [20], includes a cone in the center of
the funnel for even more precise positioning in the drone’s descent. Lastly of the passive funnel type
landing pads, [26] is a funnel with a depression in the center to fit the foot of the drone not only for
precise positioning but also for holding the drone in place. UAV landing, however, doesn’t have to
result from a descent. Sudam Chamikara De Silva et al.’s paper, [5], presents a design for a docking
station that is inverted to take advantage of the ceiling effect that occurs when a drone flies upwards
near a ceiling. This design makes use of a similar mechanism to one discussed in [9], the active
positioning, W-shaped pusher mechanism. It also includes a battery swapping mechanism for when
the drone’s limited flight time is spent. This mechanism then stores the used battery for charging,
keeping enough charging slots available for continuous operation.
The approach outlined in this thesis makes use of the winching mechanism from reference [18].
Instead of using the mechanism for localization, it will be used to achieve direction that will lead
the UAV to the landing pad. This is used instead of mapping and motion planning. It also excludes
the use of vision systems such as in [13], [6], [28], [2], and [32]. A state machine takes the tether
information and height measured from a single beam LiDAR rangefinder, and outputs the actions
that result in landing. Tether information refers to the elevation and azimuth angles at both the
UAV and the landing pad, as well as the length and the tension in the tether. This information is
used to determine the state that the UAV is in. These states are ’Normal Operation’, ’Loose Tether’,
’Obstacle’, and ’Moving Platform’, also referred to as cases. Each case has sub-states determined
by variations in the tether and height data that output different actions to eventually result in a
landing. These sub-states will be discussed further in the methodology section. The approach of
this thesis is similar to [1] and [27], which use the tether angles for landing guidance, with the
addition of problematic cases. This thesis also contributes the design of a funnel-type landing pad
that passively positions the UAV as it lands, similar to [17] and [26]. This landing pad is used to
increase the precision of the landed position. It was designed to mount onto the back of a UGV with
the intent to be leveled automatically when the UGV is motion. In summary, this thesis presents a
method for autonomously landing a UAV in a precise position without the use of computer vision.
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1.5

Thesis Organization

The rest of this thesis further defines the hardware designs and state machine architecture, continues
with results from testing, and ends with conclusions regarding the system and future work. Chapter
2 begins the ’Methodology’ with sections 2.1,’Hardware’, describing hardware designs, and 2.2,’State
Machine’. Section 2.2, ’State Machine’, has sub-sections defining the ’Normal Operation’ case, and
’Landing in Problematic Scenarios’ which itself has subsections defining the approach for the ’Loose
Tether’, ’Obstacle’, and ’Moving Platform’ cases. With this, the ’Methodology’ is complete and the
paper continues with Chapter 3, ’Results’. This chapter begins with section 3.1, ’Testing Conditions’,
which describes the conditions used to test this methodology. Next are sections describing results
for the specific cases; section 3.2 is ’Normal Operation’, 3.3 is ’Loose Tether’, and 3.4 is ’Obstacle’.
Chapter 4 is ’Conclusions’. This chapter has section 4.1, ’Discussion’, which has subsections for each
case; 4.1.1 ’Normal Operation’, 4.1.2 ’Loose Tether’, and 4.1.3 ’Obstacle’. This chapter concludes
with section 4.2, ’Future Work’, which has subsections 4.2.1 ’Loose Tether’, 4.2.2 ’Obstacle’, 4.2.3
’Moving Platform’, and 4.2.4 ’Case Priority’. Lastly is the list of references, ’Bibliography’.
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Chapter 2

Methodology
Much of this project relied not only on algorithm and state machine design but also on the design
of the hardware on which that code operates. The landing pad is mounted to the back of a UGV for
mobile applications, as seen in Figure 1.1. A tether, pulled by a winching system, runs through the
landing pad with an angle sensor and is attached to the UAV via a similar angle sensor. Onboard
the UAV is a single beam LiDAR rangefinder used to detect the height of the UAV. Using the
information from these three sensors, the UAV will navigate to the landing pad from any location
that it can reach with the tether, including those locations that bend the tether (or where obstacles
are present). It will also be able to determine when the tether falls loose. Despite the tether being
used as the primary source of direction, the UAV will also be able to find the landing pad due to the
inclusion of the LiDAR rangefinder. The UAV will also be able to detect movement of the landing
pad (because it’s mounted on the back of a UGV) and increase flight speed to be able to reach the
landing pad and continue the landing process.

2.1

Hardware

UAV landing begins with some knowledge of the landing location. For a tethered UAV, this is
predetermined and can be utilized to ensure landing precision. Towards this end, a passive funneltype positioning mechanism was designed as a landing pad with an octagonal shape for ease of
manufacturing. The landing pad design and manufacturing is depicted in Figure 2.1. There is a
depression in the very center where the UAV will be held in place when the landing pad moves, as
it will be mounted on the back of a UGV. It was considered to add a central cone to the mechanism
for even greater precision, however, it was concluded that this would restrict the sensors for the
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tether angles. Below the landing pad has a bracket for mounting this sensor and all around the base
plate are holes for mounting additional sensors, lights, or buttons for future experimentation and
addition.

Figure 2.1: Landing pad in various states of design and manufacturing, a) is in Solidworks from
above, b) is also in Solidworks from below depicting the tether angle sensor bracket, c) is the main
body manufactured, and d) is the landing pad mounted on the UGV.

The primary interest of this project is the process of landing. This process will utilize the tether
angles (measured on either end of the tether by a joystick) and the height of the UAV (measured by
point LiDAR). This information can approximate the UAV position but is subject to error because
of the catenary effect. A system that relies more directly on the angles and length/height could
easily be used to lead the UAV in the direction of the landing pad and direct its behavior and flight
pattern. The tether angles are output as azimuth and elevation angles both onboard the UAV and
at the landing pad. For the implementation in this project, the elevation angles range between 60
and 90°(where 90°is positive or negative vertical) due to both the limitations of the measurement
devices and the mounting location of those devices.
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Figure 2.2: Landing gear design in Solidworks, a) is the landing gear alone with the joystick mount
between the legs (the rods for holding the joystick mount are not visible), b) is the landing gear in
on the landing pad to show how it fits and should be held in place, and c) is of the tether angle
sensor mounted on it’s bracket to show the angle limitations.
The angle sensor at the landing pad is mounted below the pad itself. The elevation angle is
therefore limited to the hole that the tether has to pass through, shown in Figure 2.2(c). Similarly,
the sensor on the UAV is mounted hanging below the main body of the UAV and above the landing
gear. This landing gear was designed as a circular foot so it avoids orientation constraints when
landing. A circular foot also fits the octagonal depression in the center of the landing pad which
holds it in place when moving, as shown in Figure 2.2. This limits the elevation as the tether passes
through the circular landing gear. Therefore the algorithm that controls the UAV to autonomously
land must operate within these limitations.
The landing pad was designed with many mounting holes not only for future developments and
additions, but also to be mounted on the back of a UGV which can be seen in Figure 2.1(d) and
Figure 2.3. This design included linear actuators, heim joints, a large U-Joint, and springs for
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stabilization. The linear actuators are held to the landing pad with the heim joints and provide two
mounting points as seen in Figure 2.3(c), while the third is the large u-joint as seen in Figure 2.3(b).
This joint was custom threaded on one side to mount to the UGV and left smooth in the other for
a custom designed pin. This pin is mounted to the platform and allows for quick removal of the
landing pad when the UGV needs work.

Figure 2.3: Solidworks design of the landing pad mounting to the UGV also seen in Figure 2.1(d),
where a) shows the whole thing, b) shows the u-joint, and c) shows one of the heim joints.

2.2

State Machine

The state machine for autonomous landing operates in two different scenarios, normal operation, and
problem-solving. Landing occurs in the ’Normal Operation’ case, while attempts to solve potential
problems occur in the ’Loose Tether’, ’Moving Platform’, and ’Obstacle’ cases. Each scenario can be
entered and exited with the clearing and detection of a new issue. This can be visualized in Figure
2.4.

2.2.1

Normal Operation

The state machine for landing primarily follows six states that depend upon the angles of the UAVmounted joystick and the height measured by the LiDAR. These six states follow the flow of the
landing process and cover any locations unhindered by obstacles around the landing pad. This
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Figure 2.4: Diagram for overall landing state machine, each case has an exit and entrance condition
for all states. Notice that between ’Loose Tether’, ’Obstacle’, and ’Moving Platform’ two conditions
are required, one to exit the current case and another to enter the next.
process is shown in Figure 2.5.
The state ’45°Ascent’ is for positions below the height of the landing pad where the joystick will
be measuring the minimum elevation angle (about 60 degrees in this project’s implementation). The
following states are all for positions above the height of the landing pad, where the elevation angle
begins to increase. ’XY Approach’ occurs when the UAV is far away and a horizontal approach is
needed. ’45°Descent’ begins when the UAV is close enough to begin descending but far enough that
it still needs to approach in the XY plane. ’Vertical Descent’ begins when the UAV is detected to
be above the landing pad, this state includes proportional control in the XY plane. ’Descent w/P
Control’, referring to proportional control of the z velocity, vz , begins when the UAV is above the
platform and is low enough that the UAV needs to slow its descent to lessen the impact of landing.
Lastly, ’Landed’ occurs when the UAV is above the platform and is low enough to stop the rotors
from spinning and to land. The transition conditions are specific to the implementation and the
limitations of the hardware but are based only on the elevation angle measured at the UAV and
the height detected. Optimally, these six states would occur in succession in the order described,
but some initial positions and paths will cause the algorithm to skip some states. For example, it’s
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Figure 2.5: Diagram for ’Normal Operation’ state machine, where El is the measured elevation angle,
z is the measured height, h1,2 are height conditions, and φ1,2,3,4 are elevation angle conditions
possible to begin not in ’45°Ascent’ but in ’XY Approach’. Some of these possible paths through
the state machine are shown in Figure 2.6, along with the optimal state flow in Figure 2.6(a). These
different state machine paths can also be caused by other external factors, such as a strong gust of
wind, or latency’s in communication between sensors and the UAV.
The flight path, if it follows the optimal state flow, is a 45° incline, followed by a horizontal line,
which progresses to a 45° descent, ending in a vertical descent as shown in Figure 2.7. All horizontal
movement is directed toward the landing pad, following the azimuth angle of the UAV. This flight
path may shorten, lengthen, or skip states entirely, as mentioned above, depending on how close the
UAV is to the landing pad, both vertically and horizontally, or the impact of external factors.
This path is described above as though taking place in a 2D plane, as seen in Figure 2.7, and
while this is the goal of the behavior, the UAV is flying through real, 3D space. It must, therefore,
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Figure 2.6: Paths taken in the state machine to achieve landing where a) is ideal, b), c), and d) are
other possible paths.
be described by velocities along the three Cartesian axes, vx , vy , and vz , with respect to the UAV’s
origin. These speeds are not only dependent on the elevation angle, φ, and azimuth angle γ, but
also on time and height in some cases. To make the control of the UAV smoother, ramps are used
based on timers within the code. These ramps incur that the velocities are also dependent on the
time elapsed after switching the state, t.
Another way of visualizing the ’Normal Operation’ landing process, similar to Figure 2.7, is in
a vector field. Figure 2.8 is the first of these representations. This plot makes the landing process
easier to understand because it is a direct visualization of the workspace. This graph is only limited
to one plane above the horizontal plane, to get the full configuration space this graph would have
to be rotated 180° about the z-axis. A 2D representation is much easier to view for this purpose.
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Figure 2.7: Illustration of the flight path in it’s 2D form showing each sub-state of ’Normal Operation’
case. Notice the curves where the state changes which are created using timers to increment direction
changes.
In Figure 2.8, the elevation angle is calculated from the (X, Y) position and is used, along with the
height, to determine the velocity vector from the ’Normal Operation’ state machine, Figure 2.5.
The configuration space representation of the ’Normal Operation’ case can be seen in Figure
2.9. This similar to Figure 2.8 except its not a direct representation of the workspace. Instead, the
actual inputs to the state machine, the elevation angle, φ, and the height, h, are used to determine
the velocity vector. As can be seen, the x-axis of the plot is the elevation angle in radians and the
y-axis is the height in meters. This plot only goes from the angles 0 to π radians because when the
elevation angle reaches π radians, or 90°, and the UAV continues in the same direction, the elevation
angle decreases. This is because it is now measuring the angle from the horizontal plane opposite
that which it was originally measuring from. Essentially, to get the full configuration space, this
graph is rotated 360° to get the full configuration space for every azimuth angle, similar to Figure
2.8.
The piece-wise function that creates this path begins with Equation 2.1,

vnorm =




 0.15t, t < 1 


(2.1)


 0.15, t ≥ 1 

which is the magnitude of the velocity of the drone. Notice that this is speed changes linearly with
time, t, to avoid step inputs to the drone controller. The maximum velocity is 0.15 m/s and it takes 1
s for this speed to be reached, both of which are specific to this project’s implementation. Whenever
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Figure 2.8: Vector field representation of the flight path. This is how the velocity is broken down in
the ’Normal Operation’ case, Figure 2.7 could be overlaid on top of this image to further illustrate.
the speed changes direction, particularly vertically (as shown in Figure 2.7), similar equations are
employed within those states to ramp the speed up or down depending on the Cartesian direction
that needs to change, most often vertically, z.
Equation 2.2 shows the 3D components of the velocity to create the path for ’45°Ascent’;
cos(γ) · vnorm
√
2
sin(γ) · vnorm
√
vy =
2
vnorm
vz = √
2

vx =

(2.2)

The velocity is at a 45° angle upwards and towards the landing pad, as detected by the azimuth
angle, γ.
Velocities vx and vy are multiplied by the appropriate trigonometric function to point in the
direction of the landing pad as guided by the tether. However, these speeds are divided by the square
root of two to give the velocity a 45° angle above the horizontal plane of the UAV’s coordinate frame
and keep the magnitude constant.
Equation 2.3, for ’XY Approach’ also has vx and vy multiplied by the trigonometric functions of
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Figure 2.9: Vector field representation of the configuration space of the UAV. As the elevation angle
increases, the UAV progresses through this vector field until it lands

γ.
vx = cos(γ) · vnorm · cos(θ)
vy = sin(γ) · vnorm · cos(θ)

θ=

vz = vnorm · sin(θ)



 π/2 − tπ/2, t < 1 




0, t ≥ 1

(2.3)




This is the first state that includes a time-dependent path-curving function. A new variable, θ,
is used to ramp down the vertical velocity and transfer it into the horizontal plane beginning the
horizontal line portion of the path and keeping the velocity magnitude constant. As time increases,
up to 1 s after the ’XY Approach’ state begins, the vertical velocity decreases, and the horizontal
velocity increases until all 0.15 m/s are horizontal pointing towards the landing pad.
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’45°Descent’ is very similar to the ’XY Approach’ and is described by Equation 2.4;

vx = cos(γ) · vnorm · cos(θ)
vy = sin(γ) · vnorm · cos(θ)
vz = −vb · sin(θ)


 tπ/2, t < 0.5
θ=

 π/4, t ≥ 0.5

(2.4)






It includes the path curving function, noted by variable θ, except that in state ’45° Descent’ the
vertical velocity further decreases to −v b sin(π/2) as time increases to 1 s after the ’45° Descent’
state began. This decrease in the vertical velocity creates a 45° angle below the horizontal plane of
the UAV which is the start of the descent to the landing pad.
States ’Vertical Descent’ and ’Descent w/P Control’, described by Equation 2.5 and Equation
2.6, respectively, are both vertical descent.
π/2 − ϕ
π/2
π/2 − ϕ
vy = sin(γ) ·
π/2

vx = cos(γ) ·

(2.5)

vz = −vnorm
π/2 − ϕ
π/2
π/2 − ϕ
vy = sin(γ) ·
π/2

vx = cos(γ) ·

(2.6)

vz = −2 · vnorm · h
They both include horizontal velocity pointing towards the vertical axis proportional to the difference
between 90° and the elevation angle. The only difference between these two is that in state ’Descent
w/P Control’ the vertical velocity is proportional to the height, h, as detected by the LiDAR
rangefinder. Lastly, state ’Landed’ is just to land, or set all velocities to zero and disarm the
UAV, which stops the rotors spinning and ends the flight.

2.3

Landing in Problematic Situations

Landing a tether-guided UAV can easily go awry in several scenarios. The scenarios focused on
within this research are a loose tether (a failed winching mechanism), an obstacle bending the
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tether, and a moving landing pad/target. Each of these represents a scenario where the sensor data
available can no longer be relied on in the same way as before and so a new approach has to be
followed, not only to attempt a landing but to detect these issues. This means the tether’s azimuth
angles, elevation angles, and height can no longer solely be used to determine the state and follow
the normal operation state machine shown in Figure 2.5. Instead, one of the alternative states of
the overall state machine shown in Figure 2.6 will be used.

2.3.1

Loose Tether

To detect a loose tether scenario, the tension calculation by the winching system will be used. The
winching system requires a tether tension set-point, which is in place for other UAV operations that
require much more precision and less disturbance by the tether. Landing is aided by the force of the
tether, therefore this set point can be very high. Whenever the tension is detected to be significantly
lower than this set point, it is considered a ’Loose Tether’ case. This case can only be exited once
the tether is detected to be taut again. Once in a ’Loose Tether’ case, the most likely cause of the
tether being loose is a temporary system fault and the tether will tighten up within a few seconds.
Such a fault could occur because tether is computationally slower than the UAV and it needs to
catch up. To fix this, all that has to be done is to wait, so the first action taken in the ’Loose Tether’
case is to ramp the speed down to zero and pause until a timer runs out. When this timer finishes,
some other action should be taken to continue the landing process.
If it is assumed that finding the landing pad is impossible, the UAV could just land on whatever
ground is below it and let the system know that it failed. However, with the use of the height sensor
onboard the UAV, it is conceivable that the landing pad can be found. If the landing pad is high
off the ground (as it is in this scenario), a discontinuity with the previous values of the height could
indicate that the landing pad is beneath the UAV, this can be seen in Figure 2.10. This is done by
storing a vector of the previous height values, or the height history, and comparing the difference
of each adjacent pair against a predetermined threshold. This threshold has to be similar to, but
slightly less than, the height of the landing pad from the ground. However, the UAV first has to
know which direction to fly in to achieve a height discontinuity.
To achieve some direction, several methods can be used. First, the UAV could use the last
known direction of the tether when it was taut. This is imprecise due to any small perturbations
that will rotate the UAV from the last heading while the tether was taut. To fix this, the UAV
could fly upwards, or in the opposite direction that the tether last pointed, in attempts to tighten
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Figure 2.10: Illustration of the process for the loose tether case. Notice this process is the UAV
moving from a) to b) and from b) to c).
the tether just to the point of giving a more accurate direction. Another useful method of improving
the chances of finding the landing pad is to fly in a searching pattern pointed in the direction of the
last known taut tether angle. All of these methods used in conjunction would greatly increase the
chances of finding the landing pad.
Once a height discontinuity is detected, the UAV would fly a few more centimeters in the same
direction, to ensure it doesn’t land on the edge of the pad, and then descend. Beyond the possibility
of landing on the edge of the pad, the design of the pad is used to ensure that the UAV lands
precisely. If a height discontinuity is never detected after some period, the UAV should finally land
in place and message the system of the failure and that retrieval is needed.
One significant issue with height detection is reliance on one source of the height measurement.
If the UAV suddenly descends more than the discontinuity threshold, possibly due to drafts or minor
control failures, a height discontinuity will be detected. In other words, the height discontinuity is
reliant on the height of the drone from the ground or the altitude of the drone being constant. One
way to circumvent this would be to add an altitude sensor or even a second point LiDAR pointing
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toward the ceiling. If both of these sensors detect a significant change in the height, then it’s more
likely that the drone has descended instead of the landing pad being detected. If only the downwardpointing LiDAR detects a significant change in the height, it’s more likely that the landing pad is
being detected.

2.3.2

Obstacle

Figure 2.11: Illustration of the flight path for the obstacle case where; a) no obstacle bends the tether
and the UAV spirals around the landing pad to vary the rate of change of the platform azimuth angle
from zero, and b) when an obstacle is bending the tether and the rate of change of the platform
azimuth angle is zero.

The obstacle case is when a pillar or some other obstruction causes the tether to bend. When
the tether is bent, the rate of change of the azimuth angle on the rover side should be zero, or very
near zero allowing for noise from the sensor. This can be used to detect that an obstacle is bending
the tether, with the requirement that the UAV does not follow the tether in a straight path to the
landing pad. Instead, this method introduces a slight spiral approach around the landing pad. This
spiral gives the azimuth angles, particularly the azimuth angle at the rover, a significant rate of
change. The UAV will fly with some velocity tangent to the tether which, when the tether is bent
by an obstacle, causes a change to the azimuth angle of the UAV only. This is depicted in Figure
2.11. All measurements are subjected to some amount of noise, due to imperfections in sensors and
therefore the angular velocity should be taken by applying some smoothing function to the previous
values, or history, of the azimuth angle. Equation 2.7 shows that smoothing is achieved by taking
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the average of the first and second halves of a recent history of the azimuth angle and the associated
time of each.
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Once the UAV crosses the obstacle, it can once again continue the spiral pattern flight to land.
This poses a potential issue as to direction. In several situations, the direction of velocity tangent to
the tether can either further tangle around an obstacle or bend the tether in the first place. From
figure 2.11b), if the spiral is reversed then the UAV would be flying from UAV Position 2 to Position
1 causing a bend in the tether. Further, once in Position 1, the UAV needs to know which tangent to
follow to straighten the tether. This can be done, again, by using the rate of change of the azimuth
angle at the platform. As seen in Figure 2.12, if the azimuth angle at the platform was increasing,
or the rate of change was positive before the obstacle was crossed, the obstacle was crossed on the
left side. A negative rate of change before the obstacle was crossed indicates that the obstacle was
crossed on the right side. If the spiral direction of flight causes the UAV to cross an obstacle as is
seen in Figure 2.12, then the spiral will be reversed to avoid the obstacle going forward.
This solution, however, relies on the fact that obstacles are crossed in the process of landing.
Once the landing phase begins, there is no way of knowing what the rate of change of the azimuth
angle at the platform was before the landing state machine takes over. The approach if this situation
occurs is to choose a tangent direction arbitrarily and follow that tangent until one of the following
occurs. Either the obstacle is cleared, or the UAV flies in that tangent direction far enough that
it can be reasonably assumed that the obstacle should have already been cleared. In the latter
case, the tangent direction is reversed and the UAV flies until the obstacle is finally cleared. The
distance necessary to determine that the obstacle should have been cleared can be determined from
the azimuth angle at the UAV. If this angle is approaching the same value that it was the moment
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Figure 2.12: Illustration of the issue regarding which direction the UAV crosses an obstacle.In a)
the obstacle is crossed on the left, in b) the obstacle is crossed on the right.
that tangent flight began, then the UAV will have flown in a full circle around the obstacle without
clearing it. This is subjected to perturbations in the yaw angle of the UAV. These can be assumed
to be small, however, because the landing state machine has control authority and the yaw angle is
never changed.

2.3.3

Moving Platform

A moving platform case is similar to the obstacle case in its detection but instead of using the rate
of change of the azimuth angles, it uses the rate of change of the elevation angles. As can be seen in
Figure 2.13, the movement of the platform causes the elevation angle to decrease or causes a negative
rate of change in the elevation angle. When a negative elevation angle rate is detected, additional
velocity is added to those that make up the horizontal plane to compensate. This additional velocity
is proportional to the change of the elevation angle via Equation 2.8, where h is the UAV height,
and φis the elevation angle. This only occurs if the platform is moving against the UAV. If the
platform is moving laterally to the drone, the ’Normal Operation’ case will still direct the UAV to
the landing pad.

vtangent = h (ϕ1 − ϕ2 )
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(2.8)

Figure 2.13: Illustration of the flight approach for the moving platform case. The UGV drives away
from the UAV (from right to left) and the UAV has to increase speed to catch up and be able to
land.
It’s important to note that the actual velocity given by this equation is the velocity tangent to
the tether. Therefore, it is only accurate, to compensate directly for the platform velocity, when
the tether is vertical. However, the portion of this velocity that goes towards extending the tether
is much lower at close angles and so can be neglected and allowed horizontally. The same cannot
be said at far away angles, however, a higher speed at these angles can be used to more quickly
overcome the movement of the platform. This phenomenon is visualized in Figure 2.14.

Figure 2.14: Illustration of the tangent velocity phenomena. Where h is the measured height of the
UAV, φis the elevation angle, and vadd is the additional speed calculated by Equation 2.8. Notice
that Equation 2.8far has more of a vertical component than Equation 2.8close
A moving platform case can also be initiated by a zero elevation angle rate of change, meaning
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Figure 2.15: Amended overall state machine; Moving Platform case moved inside the ’Normal
Operation’ case to more accurately depict it’s intended implementation.
the platform and the UAV are moving at the same speed. This is significant because this would
mean zero additional velocity is added to the velocity command, according to Equation 2.8, and
the UAV would be perpetually stuck in whichever landing phase it was last in. To counter this, the
expected elevation angle rate of change should be compared with the calculated rate. Where the
expected rate is calculated from the base velocity using the assumption that the rover isn’t moving
and the UAV is approaching the landing platform as normal. Any significant deviation initiates the
Moving Platform case. This is also useful as the platform could be moving but slower than the UAV,
causing the UAV’s approach to take more time and decrease efficiency.
The moving platform case is special when compared with the other cases because it truly takes
place alongside the Normal Operation case. It cannot operate at the same time as the Loose Tether
case, because a loose tether renders elevation angles useless. In this case, if the platform were
moving, it may aid as while the platform moves away, the tether would eventually tighten. In the
other case, the ’Moving Platform’ can operate at the same time as the Obstacle Case, however, the
additional velocity would go tangent to the tether and speed up the process of crossing the obstacle.
This may cause instability and unnecessary perturbations. It is therefore safer to allow the Obstacle
case to operate on its own. In addition, if the tether is bent around an obstacle, the contact friction
would make Moving Platform detection much more difficult.
In summation, the Moving Platform case operates in tandem with the Normal Operation. Therefore, it is important to note an amendment to the earlier proposed state machine diagram, shown
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in Figure 2.15.
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Chapter 3

Results
3.1

Testing Conditions

To test the methodology proposed in this thesis, the ’Normal Operation’ case was first implemented
using ROS in a Gazebo simulation environment to ensure control was successful before using a real
UAV. The code was structured as a series of if-statements checking the UAV’s current state for the
conditions shown in Figure 2.5. Once the current state has been categorized into a sub-state of
’Normal Operation’, the appropriate landing action is then sent to the UAV as a velocity command.
For the simulation, a separate ROS node was used to calculate the tether information from the
position of the UAV with respect to the origin of the simulation world (assuming that the origin is

Figure 3.1: Simulation flight performed in Gazebo. To achieve landing a node sends velocity commands to the UAV. Another node simulates the tether information. In this simulation, only the
’Normal Operation’ case was tested.
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the location of the landing pad. This setup was not used to perform tests for the ’Loose Tether’,
’Obstacle’, and ’Moving Platform’ cases due to the complexity of simulating an actual tether. The
simulation environment can be seen in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.2: Image taken from testing of this project in NIOSH’s experimental coal mining in Pittsburgh. This test was performed using a Matrice 100 UAV and a square wooden landing platform
integrated with the tether angle sensor and winching mechanism.
Once simulation testing on the ’Normal Operation’ case was successful, hardware testing commenced. The hardware used to test was a DJI Matrice 100 UAV and a square wooden platform
assembled with the tether angle sensor. The Matrice 100 ran by battery operation so the power
tether was simulated with a cord winched by a spring loaded mechanism. This test system did not
make use of the landing platform and landing gear designed in this thesis. Initially, the UAV was
set on a table with the rotors disabled and testing was performed by manually moving the joystick
to check the expected velocity commands were being output. Once any adjustments were made to
get the expected output, the UAV was set on the platform and testing was performed with flight.
This testing set up can be seen in Figure 3.2, except most tests were performed in a laboratory, not
in a mine. Following successful testing with this setup, the intended UAV with the designed landing
gear and landing pad was then used for testing, as shown in Figure 3.3, which shows the progression
of a successful landing.
To test the ’Loose Tether’ case, the Matrice 100 and wooden platform setup was utilized with the
addition of the intended winching mechanism because the tether tension measurement was needed.
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Figure 3.3: ’Normal Operation’ case test flight performed with the intended landing gear and landing
platform where the UAV is in the sub-state a) ’XY Approach’, b) ’45° Descent’,c) ’Vertical Descent’,
d) ’Descent with Proportional Control’, and e) the UAV has landed.
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As before, this was first tested with the UAV on a table with the rotors disabled. For this test, the
primary detection concern is the tether tension, so the tether was manually released to decrease the
tension until the ’Loose Tether’ case was detected. The UAV was then moved so the height sensor
was detecting the floor (not the table) and the UAV was pushed back into place until the table height
was again detected, resulting in a height discontinuity and completion of the ’Loose Tether’ case.
Once this was repeatedly successful, the testing was once again performed in flight. In order to keep
the tension low enough for detection, the set-point for the tension of the winching mechanism was
set to approximately 1.5 Newtons. This meant that the tether would always be loose and that the
UAV would never enter ’Normal Operation’ to detect a ’last known’ direction. To achieve this, the
UAV was flown manually against the tether to temporarily increase tension. As soon as the tension
was high enough to get a ’last known’ direction, the UAV was switched to autonomous mode, the
’Loose Tether case took over, and the test proceeded. The process for testing the ’Loose Tether’
case can be seen in Figure 3.4. This case was never flown with the intended landing platform and
landing gear.
The ’Obstacle’ case was never flown. It was only ever simulated with a hardware setup. This
was also performed with the Matrice 100 and wooden platform. The UAV was hung on strings
connected to the platform with the cord and spring loaded winch mechanism. The platform had an
angle sensor incorporated. On the ceiling where the UAV hung from was a greased track for the
UAV to slide along in order for the azimuth angles to be changing (or not) and to detect an obstacle.
On the platform was placed a vertical obstacle that would cause the tether to be stopped from the
platforms side about halfway along the UAV’s movement. This setup can be seen in Figure 3.5. To
start the test, the UAV was swung back and forth in the same position on the track to cause change
in the azimuth angles, then the code would be initiated so that the rotors were disabled. The UAV
would then be pulled along the track until it hit the end and the UAV would again be swung back
and forth in the end position on the track to cause the UAV’s azimuth angle to change. As this test
was never fully flown, it was also never performed with the intended landing platform and landing
gear.
The last tests performed were to test the UAV landing on the platform on the back of the UGV
for system integration. These are very similar to the ’Normal Operation’ tests with the intended
landing gear and landing pad with the only difference being that the platform is now mounted
on/integrated with the UGV. These tests can be seen in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.4: Testing the ’Loose Tether’ case where a) manual flight is used to temporarily tighten
the tether, b) autonomous control has taken over and the ’last known’ direction is being used to
find the landing platform, c) a height discontinuity has been detected indicating the landing pad
has been found, d) the UAV has been commanded to auto-land and is descending, and e) the UAV
successfully landed on the platform.
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Figure 3.5: ’Obstacle’ case testing setup with the Matrice 100 and wooden platform. Not seen is
the greased track on the ceiling for pulling the UAV along causing change to the azimuth angles.
On the wooden platform is the obstacle that stops the change in the platform azimuth angle and
the ’Obstacle’ case to be tripped.
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Figure 3.6: System integration testing with the UGV where the UAV is in the ’Normal Operation’
sub-state a) ’XY Approach’, b) ’45° Descent’,c) ’Vertical Descent’, d) ’Descent with Proportional
Control’, and e) the UAV has landed.
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3.2

Normal Operation

The process of landing, detailed in Figure 2.5, often followed a path of ’XY Approach’, ’45 °Descent’,
’Vertical Descent’, ’Descent w/P Control’, and successfully reached ’Landed’. This is illustrated by
the flight data in Figure 3.7a) and 3.8(a). A small portion of the plots may be a pre-landing phase
as the states are based purely on the tether angles and don’t show when landing processes properly
took over. Figures 3.7b) and 3.8b) show the tether angles themselves, and Figures 3.7c) and 3.8c)
show the velocity commands. These plots show the relationship between the angles, the state, and
the commanded velocity through the flow of the landing process. As can be seen, the UAV proceeded
through the landing states. Figure 3.7a) shows how states can be changed out of the aforementioned
’ideal’ path, as it goes from ’45 °Descent’ to ’XY Approach’ and back before entering ’Vertical
Descent’ and reaching the ’Landed’ state.
The plots for the tether angles can be difficult to read because they can change very rapidly,
however, Figure 3.8b) shows more clearly what is occurring. The blue scale is for the azimuth angles,
and the red scale is for the elevation angles. In the legend, D and R refer to the drone and rover
respectively, a solid line is for the drone, and a dotted line is for the rover. The rover angles are
arbitrary because they do not influence the flight of the UAV in the ’Normal Operation’ state, but it
can be important to see how these angles interact for future cases. The azimuth angle at the UAV is
also mildly arbitrary, its influence is only on the X and Y speeds, and these speeds direct the UAV
toward the landing pad. It’s important to notice how the UAV’s elevation angle increases until it
reaches above 85 degrees.
As with the tether angle plots, the commanded velocity plots can also be difficult to read due to
rapid changes in the angles, however, Figure 3.8c) provides clear information. Again, X and Y are
mildly arbitrary, other than to know that they point towards the landing pad. The most important
thing to notice is the Z speed as it relates most closely to the elevation angle. The Z speed is constant
for some time, this is ’45 °Descent’. When the Z speed jumps up at the end, this is when ’Vertical
Descent’ and/or ’Descent w/P Control’ take over, most likely solely ’Descent w/P Control’ because
the Z speed is decreasing with the height.
These tests were performed despite missing an important control factors, the ramp-up and down
of the velocity in the z-direction. It may be difficult to see but both commanded velocity plots
have instances where there is an immediate jump in the z velocity. The difference is clear in Figure
3.8c) at about 25 seconds, the x velocity has a more gradual slope than other instances where the z
velocity is changing. This was improved for smoother control and the missing ramps were included
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 3.7: Data from a ’Normal Operation’ case test, where a) is the position data, b) is the tether
angle data, and c) is the commanded velocity resulting from the information in plots a) and b).
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 3.8: Data from another ’Normal Operation’ case test, where a) is the position data, b) is the
tether angle data, and c) is the commanded velocity resulting from the information in plots a) and
b). The data was clearer in this test, less rapid changes in the tether angle data.
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in later tests.
Examples of this improved control are seen in Figure 3.9. As can be seen particularly in plot b)
at 568 seconds, the z velocity is decreasing with the same slope as the x and y velocities. Plot a) is
more difficult to see because it ran for 40 seconds as opposed to the 12 seconds in plot b), but the
slopes look very similar between the beginning and the z velocity increasing at 210 seconds.

a)

b)

Figure 3.9: Plots of the velocity commands from two test flights that included improved velocity
ramping.

3.3

Loose Tether

Figures 3.10, 3.11, 3.12, and 3.13 represent four successful tests of the loose tether algorithm. First,
the position plots are shown in plot (a) of the figures, the velocity commands are shown in plot (b),
and a sub-state tracking number is shown in plot (c). The position data begins where the tether is
tightened to achieve direction towards the landing pad. The red asterisk on the plot shows where a
height discontinuity is detected and the UAV was set to auto-land. The rest of the position data is
just auto-landing and takes place after the loose tether algorithm has finished.
As can be seen from the position data, the tests in Figures 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12 all detected the
landing pad and landed while the test in Figure 3.13 detected the landing pad and kept moving.
This fault is because the height discontinuity was detected on the corner of the platform. Manual
control had to be taken over to ensure the UAV did not try to land when it was not directly over the
platform causing damage to the UAV. This issue will be discussed later in the Future Work section.
Another point in the data that may look incorrect is in the velocity, (b), plots where all the
velocities drop to zero only to increase to the same or nearly the same velocity as before. This is due
to the testing constraints. In the beginning, the tether is loose and the last velocity achieved from
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 3.10: All data from the first of several tests of the ’Loose Tether’ case, where a) is the
position data, b) is the commanded velocity data, and c) is a sub-state tracker with 0 being the
’hiccup’ pause, 0.25 is flying in the last known tether direction, 0.75 is when a height discontinuity
has been detected, 0.5 is auto-landing, and 3 4 or 5 are the normal operation states.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 3.11: All data from a second of several tests of the ’Loose Tether’ case, where the plots
represent the same as the plots from Figure 3.10.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 3.12: All data from a third of several tests of the ’Loose Tether’ case, where the plots represent
the same as the plots from Figure 3.10.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 3.13: All data from a fourth of several tests of the ’Loose Tether’ case, where the plots
represent the same as the plots from Figure 3.10. This test was less successful because the height
discontinuity detected was the corner of the landing platform.
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the angle sensor is sent continually. This continues until the tether is tightened by manual flight
and then immediately loosened again (to achieve a more accurate ’last known’ direction), then the
velocity drops to zero. This occurs because of the pause for temporary system faults. This pause
was set to a short period to avoid unnecessary time in which conditions may change. After this
pause, the speed ramps back up to the ’last known’ direction and is continuously sent until a height
discontinuity is detected, then zero speed is sent and the UAV is commanded to auto-land. This is
depicted in each of the commanded velocity plots.
The sub-state tracking number is a floating point number that was added for these tests to track
the sub-state that the UAV is in at any given moment. The value changes as the sequence of the
’Loose Tether’ case progresses. A value of 0 is the pause for temporary system faults (very short
for testing), 0.25 is sending velocity in the horizontal direction last known from the tether, 0.75 is
for when a height discontinuity has been detecting and repeating that velocity to allow the UAV to
move over the landing pad, and 0.5 is auto-landing. Any values higher than this (most often 3, 4,
or 5 are normal operation states when the tether is tightened.

3.4

Obstacle Case

The obstacle case presented optimistically mixed results. This case was tested only in very simulated
constraints, with the UAV hung from a track on the ceiling where it could move side to side with
the platform nearby. The track that the UAV was pulled along was perpendicular to the platform
so that it was not approaching the platform in its movement. Between the platform and the UAV

a)

b)

Figure 3.14: Plot a) of the angle information gathered from the tether, where a solid line is for the
UAV, a dotted line is for the platform, a blue line is an azimuth angle, and an orange line is for an
elevation angle and b) of the corresponding platform azimuth angular velocity.
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was an obstacle that would bend the tether at about the halfway point of the track. To test the
scenario, the UAV was pushed to wave back and forth, so the platform azimuth angle was constantly
changing for a few seconds. It was then pulled along the track at about the speed expected from the
spiraling motion required by this case. In the middle of this motion, the tether should be stopped
by the obstacle and the ’Obstacle’ case should be triggered. The tether information for one such
test flight can be seen in Figure 3.14a). Unfortunately in this set up the UAV waving back and
forth causes this to rapidly switch into the ’Obstacle’ case and immediately back out because it’s
changing direction and therefore the velocity reaches zero. However, there are periods where the
velocity reaches zero and remains there, these are where the obstacle has been crossed.

Figure 3.15: Plot of the state machine tracking value, where 3 represents the ’45 °Ascent’ substate from ’Normal Operation’ and 1 represents ’Obstacle’ case but no UAV azimuth change, 1.25
represents negative tangent flight, and 1.75 represents positive tangent flight.
Figure 3.14b) shows the angular velocity of the tether from the platform, it can be seen that from
around 80 to 150 seconds, the angular velocity was zero, if not very near to it. The state machine
tracker discussed above for other cases also ran in this case, seen in Figure 3.15, and the phenomena
of incorrect obstacle case detection can be very clearly seen before 80 and after 150 seconds.
When ’Obstacle’ case is detected and there is motion in the UAV, the tracker outputs a value of
1.25 or 1.75. These values represent the tangential direction that the UAV needs to be commanded
to overcome the obstacle. As can be seen, the tracker always sends a value of 1.75, this is because the
azimuth angle at the platform was decreasing before the obstacle was detected and positive tangent
flight is being commanded to clear the obstacle.
Another similar test is shown in Figure 3.16. The corresponding tracker plot is shown in Figure
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a)

b)

Figure 3.16: A second plot a) of the angle information gathered from the tether, where a solid line
is for the UAV, a dotted line is for the platform, a blue line is an azimuth angle, and an orange line
is for an elevation angle and b) of the corresponding platform azimuth angular velocity.
3.17. The tether crosses the obstacle where there is a sharp increase or decrease in the rover azimuth
angle.
As can be seen, at around 18 seconds, the platform azimuth angle decreases significantly and
at the same time, the velocity reaches the threshold for the obstacle case. However, this only lasts
about 3 seconds, even though the azimuth angle should still be stopped by the obstacle. According
to Figure 3.16, the rover azimuth angle is still in the area where it’s being held by the obstacle until
26 seconds when it increases again. This can be attributed to sensor errors or the tether sliding on
the obstacle causing movement to be detected.

Figure 3.17: A second plot of the state machine tracking value, where the numbers represent the
same states as Figure 3.15
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Chapter 4

Conclusions
In conclusion, a method was successfully developed for landing a VTOL UAV using the tether as a
guide. This method was not only able to land the UAV normally but also with a loose tether. With
future developments and more time for implementation, it should also be able to overcome obstacles
and find the landing pad when the tether is bent. To land with a mobile landing platform has
not been significantly proven or implemented but future progress and implementation should prove
fruitful. Throughout the course of this project, it has been considered that UAV flight has become
reliant on vision systems and mapping the environment. While this can be very useful, not all UAV
systems have that capability. Tethered UAVs, if lacking vision and mapping, can take advantage
of the physical link between themselves and the landing location. Future developments on this will
continue to prove this capability and increase the robustness in the case of other scenarios, such as
obstacles bending the tether, and having to catch up with a moving platform.
The methodology developed is constrained by a few significant factors. The UAV’s low-level
controller must be robust and very responsive to command. The necessity for ramp inputs to the
UAV was discussed as important because it reduces perturbations caused when using step inputs.
This system also relies on low velocities. Currently, the speed is only 0.15 m/s and even this velocity
has caused perturbations. The ’Loose Tether’ case also relies on a flat or gently sloping ground
for the height discontinuity detection to be an accurate indication of finding the landing pad. The
current concept for the ’Moving Platform’ case relies on an accurate reading of the elevation angle, as
does the ’Obstacle’ case for the azimuth angle. Path smoothing functions are able to solve this issue
for noisy sensors. However, the current smoothing functions (Equation 2.7 for the ’Obstacle’ case)
may cause a small delay in the state machine response because the angle information is smoothed
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by taking the averages of the history vectors. Lastly, landing the UAV is only successful if it can
follow its azimuth angle toward the landing pad. To ensure the azimuth angle is as consistent as
possible, the UAV is never commanded to rotate about the z-axis. It’s important that the azimuth
angle of the UAV is subjected to small perturbations. This landing methodology operates within
these constraints to attempt a precise landing, though future improvements can be made to mitigate
them.

4.1
4.1.1

Discussion
Normal Operation

As shown in the results section, the normal operation state can successfully maneuver the UAV
onto the landing pad from any point in the flight. This is especially important because if the
landing pad is elevated, as it is for mounting the landing pad on a UGV, the UAV has to be able to
consider this and not just fly and crash into the pad. The sub-states of normal operation are also
designed to be adjusted so that the angles and height work for any system. The hardware used in
the implementation of this thesis had a very narrow field of elevation angle detection at the drone
and the ’XY Approach’ state was specified for the narrowest area. This phenomenon can be seen
in Figure 3.7a) and 3.8a) where ’XY Approach’ is a very short segment of the flight. It can also
be seen in Figure 2.7 as angles very similar to the angles in testing were also used to present the
example vector field.

4.1.2

Loose Tether

The loose tether case was less successful but provided proof of concept. It was able to successfully
land by detecting the discontinuity in the height measurements, but this had to be preceded by
an accurate ’last known’ taut tether direction. In testing, this was difficult to perform because of
the winching mechanism. It was made such that a ’Loose Tether’ state was difficult to initiate and
maintain, even in simulated scenarios. To force a ’Loose Tether’ state, the tension set-point was
decreased. This made the tether loose from the beginning, and because of this, the UAV would never
be able to get a direction. To overcome this, the tether was tightened momentarily by manually
flying away from the platform. As soon as a direction was achieved, the UAV was set back to
autonomous control. This manual flight caused more undo perturbation that might not be seen in a
fully autonomous flight. Due to this, the number of successful ’Loose Tether’ landings may be lower
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than if the UAV were fully autonomous and the tether fell loose by accident.
Another issue with the ’Loose Tether’ case was proceeding with a landing when not directly above
the landing pad. The UAV would sometimes reach the landing pad but the height discontinuity it
detected was only a corner of the pad and it would land when the foot was not entirely over the
landing pad. Part of this failure is again due to the testing constraints. As was described in the
Testing Conditions section, the landing pad is a square wooden platform, very different from the
landing pad designed to aid in the precision of landing shown in Figure 2.1 and 2.2. This issue
can be improved by using the landing pad designed specifically for this purpose. The reason it
wasn’t used is that a different UAV had to be used in testing. The reason for this is that the
intended UAV for this system was still under development. Of course, this issue is also caused by
the imperfect ’last known’ direction, which is the main reason for any unsuccessful landings. As
mentioned earlier, possible improvements to improve the ’last known’ direction and increase the
likelihood of a successful landing will be discussed in Future Work.
As it is, the loose tether case is a last-ditched effort to land when the primary sources of information regarding the landing location are absent. Any success is more than would be achieved without
this state. As it was successful for some of the tests with perturbations that only existed due to the
constraints of testing, it can be reasonably assumed that without those constraints it would perform
even better.

4.1.3

Obstacle

The ’Obstacle’ case was tested up to the point of detection. This far, the case was successful and was
also able to determine the correct tangent flight direction successfully based on the history of the
angular velocity of the platform azimuth angle. The specific threshold for this angular velocity to
determine an obstacle has stopped it may need some tuning, especially if, like in the case of testing,
the obstacle allows the tether to slide up and down and some horizontally. As can be seen in Figures
3.16 and 3.17, this can cause the UAV to exit the ’Obstacle’ case prematurely ultimately causing
the UAV to collide with the obstacle it is trying to avoid. Outside of this, the case was successful
and just needs full implementation.
The large downside to this case is a series of unsolved issues that require further development to
fix. One such issue is that an obstacle crossed before the landing state initializes causes significantly
more flight time to clear. This is a likely situation as UAVs perform complex tasks before landing
that may result in obstacles being crossed. The logic required to solve an obstacle crossed mid-
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landing is also problematic. If the UAV were to fly straight it wouldn’t cross an obstacle to begin
with. However, the rate of change in the platform’s azimuth angle is beneficial when obstacles are
crossed. This information is only available if the UAV flies in a spiral and it reduces additional
flight time caused by an unknown tangent direction, as discussed in the Methodology. This could
indicate that the landing state machine needs to run in the background of other UAV functions.
The state machine would save the angle information before an obstacle is crossed and inform the
tangent direction for clearing it. Another issue that this approach doesn’t solve is the crossing of
multiple obstacles. A solution could be devised using the rate of change of the UAV’s azimuth angle.
This information would be used to approximate the distance between the UAV and the obstacle.
Large changes to the approximated distance could indicate another obstacle beyond the first. Such
a solution will be further discussed in Future Work. Regardless of these issues, the fact that any
solution exists without requiring mapping or vision systems, goes to show that reliance on such
systems is unnecessary and that UAVs can function without them.

4.2

Future Work

4.2.1

Loose Tether

Several updates would improve the state machine’s functionality. The focus of this section will be
on improvements for the ’problematic’ scenarios, loose tether, obstacle case, and moving platform.
Starting with the ’Loose Tether’ case, the most important improvement is to the accuracy or the
’last known’ direction of the taut tether. It was mentioned in the methodology but this can be
implemented by including an additional sub-state of ’Loose Tether’ immediately after the pause for
temporary system faults. This sub-state would be to fly in the opposite direction of the current
’last known’ direction until the tether is taut and take direction from this. If following this state,
the tether remains taut then ’Normal Operation’ may resume, but if the tether loosens again then
it proceeds in the updated direction until a height discontinuity is found. This same principle could
be enacted by flying upwards until the tether is taut. However, both the opposite of the ’last
known’ direction and flying upwards have the potential to collide with obstacles. Another method
of improving the ’Loose Tether’ case, would be to improve the response to the ’last known’ direction.
Instead of trying to fix the direction, it would help to fly in a grid pattern over the area in which that
direction points. Of course, this opens the UAV up to more perturbations because it extends the
area over which the UAV is searching for the landing pad. In combination with improving the ’last
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known’ direction, this should increase the likelihood of a successful landing for the ’Loose Tether’
case significantly.
The other issue that needs addressing is to ensure that once a height discontinuity is found, the
UAV lands near the center of the landing pad. This is addressing the issue of detecting corners
referred to in the Discussion section. In the current implementation, the UAV only detects height
discontinuities in which the height decreases. The way to address this issue is to have the UAV
continue its flight until the inverse is detected, a height discontinuity in which the height increases
again. This is the equivalent of detecting both sides of the landing pad. Once the inverse discontinuity is detected, the UAV would fly to about the midpoint of where the two discontinuities are
detected. The midpoint would be approximated by saving the time it took to reach the inverse from
the original discontinuity, halving it, and flying in the opposite direction that it took to reach the
two discontinuities for that length of time. Once again this approach is imprecise but when paired
with the improved ’last known’ direction, the increased search area and search flight pattern, and
the inclusion of the intended landing pad, it should result in a much-increased chance of successfully
landing the UAV successfully and precisely.

4.2.2

Obstacle

The ’Obstacle’ case still has to be fully implemented with the solution being tested in constraints
much closer to a real situation. This testing should include obstacles crossing both on the left and
right side of the tether and having to reverse the initial spiral direction. One addition to develop,
as stated previously, is a response to and detection of multiple obstacles. The information necessary
to approach this issue is presented in Figure 4.1. In this figure, v is calculated using Equation 4.1,
where γ̇ is the angular velocity of the UAV’s azimuth angle, v̇ is the velocity of the UAV tangent to
the tether, and r is the approximated length of the tether from the UAV to the obstacle.

v = θ̇r

(4.1)

If a significant increase in r is calculated, it could indicate that another obstacle was crossed by
the tether beyond the first. Likewise, if a significant decrease in r is calculated, it could indicate
another obstacle was just crossed in addition to the one already blocking stopping the tether, this is
another issue. It may be required in a situation as just presented and in more cluttered environments
to decrease the rate of the spiral or remove the spiral entirely to clear obstacles. Overall this case
needs to be made more intelligent with more sub-states to cover more situations in which the tether
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of multiple obstacles bending the tether, where γ̇ is the UAV azimuth
angular velocity, v̇ is the UAV velocity tangent to the tether, and these are used with Equation 4.1
to calculate r, the approximated length of the tether from the UAV to the obstacle.
is bent by one or more obstacles in the environment.

4.2.3

Moving Platform

The moving platform needs implementation and testing. Due to the complexity of having a mobile
platform, this case achieved the least development. It also requires much more space than is allowed
in the confines of a laboratory to achieve velocity differences that can be detected. Especially with
imperfect sensors that output noise requiring smoothing. In the case of all the noise, it may be
advantageous to approach this case differently. Instead of calculating the elevation angular velocity,
a set period could be assumed for each sub-state of ’Normal Operation’, after which the UAV should
have exited that case. If the UAV is lingering for too long in any sub-state, it means that the
platform is moving away and the UAV needs to increase speed to catch up and land. After this
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detection, the same action would be taken as shown in Figure 2.13. Increase the speed of the UAV
incrementally, if the UAV still lingers in the same state, increment again. After a long enough period
if the UAV has remained in the same state it may be possible that there’s another issue and failure
is occurring. Another possibility is to receive communication from the mobile platform that it is
moving and the UAV needs to adjust its flight speed. These should be implemented and tested along
with the original method and compared for effectiveness.

4.2.4

Case Priority

The last issue for continued development is case priority. Some of these issues discussed in this
thesis may be occurring at the same time, particularly the ’Loose Tether’ and ’Obstacle’ cases. It’s
also possible for the platform to be moving at the same time that either of these is occurring but
as shown in Figure 2.15 the ’Moving Platform’ case is a sub-state ’Normal Operation’. Testing so
far has focused on the individual states and hasn’t yet progressed to incorporating them all and the
possibility of multi-state detection. The first determination is case priority, if two cases are occurring
at the same time, which action needs to occur first, or is it possible to combine the actions in such
a way that the landing is successful.
There’s a lot of development that could be done to take this further and make this system
more robust. This is a concept that needs development, despite how niche it may seem. Not all
autonomous UAVs are capable of using vision systems for solving the issues presented so far in this
thesis. This project presented that it’s still possible to overcome these issues, if in a more mechanical
or simplistic, yet elegant way.
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